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person singular in dsx, I may be (18). which, however, comes
at the end of a line. We see traces of the original i of the
second person singular in zdnekh (64), for mnakJi^ thou wilt
know. In the third person singular she has, over and over
again, a final e instead of the final i. A few examples are
mote (11), ture (16), j^J (18), gat&e (19, 45), wbe (21), Use (22),
and so many others. In the modern language, this i usually
"becomes e before pronominal suffixes.
When pronominal suffixes are added to this tense, Lalla
now and then does not follow the usual modern practice.
Thus, she has lagi-my mod. lage-m, it will be attached to me
(44) ; Meyi-wo, mod. k/iet/i-wa, he will eat for you (K, Pr.
102); ninau-aij, mod. niii-ay, they will carry thee (K. Pr. 57);
karin-ey) mod. karan-ay, they will make for thee (74) ; indrin-ey,
mod. maraa-ay^ they will kill for thee (71). In the last two
cases, the forms of the 3rd person plural would, in the modern
language,belong to the present imperative., and not to this tense.
The past tense is formed from the past participle, which, in
the masculine singular, ends in «-matra. Lalla lengthens
this to u at the end of a line in mot.u, for mM11 (I). It will be
observed that, unlike tt-miitra, the long u does not epentheti-
cally affect the preceding vowel. The feminine singular of
this participle ends in w-matra, but, in tyoy% and pof1 (both in
62), Lalla makes it end in 2-matra. As already stated, w-matra
always represents an older ?.
A second form of the past tense, in the case of some verbs,
ends in a>n(v) or 0(#), as in gan(v), (m. pi. gay)^ gone ; pyau(v)
(f. sg. pfye), fallen. For the masculine plural of ganv> Lalla
once has an older form gay'1 (66), written gaiy in 95 ; and, for
the feminine of pi/auv, she has, with the suffix of the second
person singular, jteyi-y, for modern j>eye-if, fell to thee.
The past tenses of two verbs require special notice. In the
modern language, the past tense of karun^ to do, to make,
runs as follows:—m. sg. &orn-wi9 pi. kari-m ; fern. sg. k%r®-w.,
pi. karc-m. I made, and so on for the other persons. In 81,
Lalla has kiye-m instead of kart-w, a form quite unknown to
the modern language, but reminding* us of the Hindi kiyd.
The other verb is cles/iun^ to see3 modern past participle dyuth*.
In the modern language, this verb always has a cerebral (],

